
Designed for champions.
Made by Quickie.



 

>>>> Introducing the new Quickie Shark RS - the choice of champions

The Shark RS’s new innovative frame is designed to allow for the best individual positioning. Enclosing the driver, when 

force is introduced, it’s converted directly into propulsion. The low centre of gravity and wide wheelbase enable higher 

cornering speeds whilst maintaining maximum stability. 

>>>> A proven winning design

On Sunday 9th October 2011, Vico Merklein (pictured left) showcased 

the stealthy credentials of the new Quickie Shark RS handbike by taking 

victory in the 11th Handbike marathon in Heidelberg, Germany.

Practice>Determination>The NEW Quickie RS handbike>A winning combination>>>>

NEW •	 innovative frame design

NEW•	  lower weight

NEW•	  design improvements 

INCREASED•	  free-moving space



 

A NEW rear axle with forged parts  
combines high stability with low 
weight.

>>>> Performance and style 
The NEW Quickie Shark RS sets a new standard in driving performance. 

The NEW front fork offers a 
lightweight yet rigid solution. 

Weight reduction combined with 
design improvements.  
Best design in class.

Uses NEW DT-SWISS carbon wheels to 
give unique performance and excellent 
design.

An innovative and ergonomic  
backrest combines independent 
and adjustable elements for  
enhanced performance. 



>>>> Technical Specifications

  
    Find out more today!

       Visit www.QuickieWheelchairs.eu/Shark  
       for more information,  to find your local dealer  
     or to request a demonstration

Customisation available through

Ask your dealer for more details. 

Sunrise Medical Limited
High Street
Wollaston
Stourbridge
West Midlands
DY8 4PS 
Tel.: +44 (0) 845 605 6688 
Fax: +44 (0) 845 605 6689 
www.QuickieWheelchairs.eu/Shark
www.facebook.com/QuickieWheelchairsUK

 WEIGHT:      from 12.9kg 

 FRAME WIDTH:     34 - 42cm (13.5 - 16.5“) in 2cm (0.8“) increments

 REAR:      angle adjustable 20° to 60°

 CRANK LENTH:    15.5 - 17.5cm (6 - 7“) in 0.5cm (0.2“) increments 

 GEAR:     3x10 Shimano 

 BRAKE:     SRAM

 COLOURS:     30 colours available
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